Call to order – Gerri Bachicha
Roll Call Quorum Established

II Approval of Agenda – Motion to approve: A Davis. Second M. Viscoli

III Approval of minutes – Motion to approve T. Gonzales Second A Davis

- Committee tasks and timelines for recommendations
  - Economic Stability and Mobility Committee Amanda Davis, Chair
  - Trauma Informed Approaches Committee Tanya Tijerina, Chair
  - Positive Youth Development Angel Alire, Chair
  - Family and Community Engagement Alicia Otero, Chair

Our recommendations need to align with data

Be realistic with timeline

Ask yourself “Does this actually decrease gun violence?”

What are some best practices in cities similar to Albuquerque?

Who to engage and when

- All aspects of gun violence, include everyone who is affected
- Community Leaders
- Culturally rooted orgs
- Youth and those who work with youth
Before assuming what a community needs, engage them

**Data (45 mins)**

Need Data specific recommendations
Provide experts
Evidence based
Who holds what data?

**Discussion Questions**

**What is the current state of the result?**

Gun violence is at an all-time high and on the rise across the country, this is not specific to NM or Albuquerque.

Significant increase during pandemic, mental health concerns

**What is the current state of the result for different populations? Is everyone fairing equal?**

Disparity in Black and Hispanic communities

**What do you notice about the connection of results and available resources?**

**What data is missing? What would help you better understand the result?**

Race and age specific, Location. Pandemic specific with all ages but especially youth

**IV Public Comment**  Gun Buy will be held in July

**V Adjourn**